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BC Returns with New Flavor

'··

.

i;!Y MERCIA WILLIAMS-MURRAY
~ Asst. Campus Editor
)

Following Footsteps:
Phyllcia Rashad ·

..

\-VHBC, the Howard University stu'Clent radio station, came back on the air Mon. Cla} and with its fall debut, has brought some
': new and different programming.
·' '
Some shows have been dropped,
others have been added and many are hang'' ing in there.
·
"\-Ve have a couple new shows," said
<Anthony Poole, assistant program director and
on-air personality.
· ''
One of the new programs on the 27show line up is "The Lounge," which airs on
"Sundays from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m..
"It's an R&B, neo-soul show and I
call it 'The Lounge' because I wanted it to be a
· show where people can just sit back and relax
· afier a long and crazy weekend," on-air per: sonality and VVHBC pror;ram director Brittani
. Riddle said.
At times, H oward students forget
that v\IHBC is for more than musical enter: tainment. Another new show, "HU Speaks,"
: is less musically oriented and more focused on
• news. It airs on Wednesdays from 6 p.m. to 8
•
• p.m.
"It's geared toward more politics and
. HU issues," Poole said.
The station is varying not o nly its
content, but also the genre of its shows. "The
Indie Show" airs on Fridays between 2 p.m.
· and 4 p.m.
"That's a lot of rock, alternative,
underground bands," Poole said. At a school

BY SHIVONNE FOSTER
Staff Writer
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WHBC opened its fall 2007 season with new programming. See schedule below.
the (\-VHBC) music department to make sure
it's edited, and then they put it in the system,"
Poole said. Sometimes, guests to the show
bring their own CDs to be played dming the
show they appear on, but the guests don't always share the same ear for appropriate content as the station and \ ulgarities slip through.
Beyond not wanting to be fined by
the FCC, Poole said that music is also put into
categories--after all, listeners and on-airs alike
don't want down south music slipping up on
the tri-state show.

where R&B and hip· hop seem to rule supreme, Poole said the show is successful and
has a good fan base. Some lesser known artists
were added to the rotation "so its not the same
typical rock," Poole said.
/\s the name suggests, "Heavy Rotation" features all of the latest hits. It airs on
Saturdays from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
VVHBC, which airs on channel 51
on campus, is adjusting to some administrative
changes.
"The music has to be cleared through
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Actress P hylicia Rashad. who is best known for
her role the popula r sitcom
"T he Cosby Show" as C lai r
Huxtable, is among m any
fam ed celebrities to have risen
from H oward.
Born Phylicia Ayers-Allen on J une 19, 1948 in
H ouston, fexas, she spent one
year in ~ Icxico growing up
with her family and now speaks
English and Spanish fluent!> in
addition to Portuguese. Coming from a family filled with
talent, her sister is actress and
dancer D ebbie Allen.
T his H oward grad.
who la ter taught drama at the
uni versity. first shared her acting talent in multiple Broadway credits. whicl1 included the
1 o nv-..\ward '~i1u1ing m usical
'·Dreamgir
. Is. "
In 1978. Rashad also
starred in silver screen's "The
\\'ii," a black rendition of the
mainstream musical, ''T he
\Vizard of O z." Late1; she
picked up the role of Dorothy
for its Broadway productions.
Rashad achieved her
television break in 1983 for a
role in ABC's soap opera "One
Life to Live." and credits her
success "to the presence of
God within me," according to
netglisme.com.
She was welcom ed
into the households of many
in her most memorable role as
C lair H uxtable, both a mother
a nd attorne» on the sitcom
"T he Cosby Show" during
its eight-year run from I 98+1992.

During the show's
ru rmg, R ashad received two
Emm y Award nominations for
"0.ltstanding L:ad Actress in
a Comedy Series."
"'The Cosby Show'
was one the first positive portrayals of a black fami ly." said
J a nae Scott, a junior broadcast
journalism major.
Scott
explained
that R ashad's role as C lair
Huxtable, a career-orien ted
mother. is significant because
she represented black women
in a way that they hadn't been
seen before.
"She is important in
continuing the legacy of H oward, since H oward is known for
producing people of prominence." she said.
Rashad continued to
make television appearance;;
throughout the l 980's, mcluding a role in the CBS show
"Cosby," when the sitcom returned from 1996-2000. She
also voiced the character Brenda, in the animated program
"Little Bill" from 2000-2002.
Later, she returned to
Broadwa}. taking on the role
of Lena Younger in the 2003
musical ':A Raisin in the Sun,"
earning the honor of becoming
the first black woman to \\in a
Tony Award for her dramatic
lead role. according to biograph}.com.
R ashad, who has
been married and divorced
three times. once married to
\'ictor \ Villis from the \'illagc
People from 19i8-1980 a nd
another time sports announcer
Alunad Rashad from 1985200 I , has four children.

Chapel Hosts Day-Long Awareness Vigil
: BY KANIKA MAGEE
· Special to The Hilltop
Fifty years after nine
· African-American children in. tegrated schools in Little Rock,
: Ark., Alnerica discovered that in
1 Jena, La., an integrated school
: still had a segregated tree -a
tree which helped spark a series
.,.9f incidents and the a rrest of the
•)'oung men now known as the

•

'Acna "6,,.
They drew the nation's
to the reality that 150
;:,years after slavery and over
"'40 years after the Civil Rights
' ·~ovcment, racial equality can
•,~till seem like a dream.
,·~"
In the nation's capitol,
; ?onth charged with a variety
t>f offenses are often sent to the
I
1;adult jail. H ere they wait, somc,•times for years, for their fair and
::speedy trial. In these facilities
: ·lhey find adult criminal mentors
:+?ather than rehabilitation. On
::tvionday, four Howard Universi<"

••
• ·11uention

•

ty students journeyed beyond the
metal bars, magnetic doors and
security clearances to sec first
hand the conditions of youth
who are arrested in \ Vashington,
D.C.
These four students,
Erica Spell, a senior political science major and Howard University Student Association chief of
staff; Alexis Logan, second year
law student; Karen Lawrence,
senior English major and L'luren Walker, senior public relations major as well as Bernard
Richardson, dean of the Chapel,
joined Marian \Vright Edelman
and a group of representatives
from the Children's Defense
F und (CDr}, in an effort to curb
what C DF has labeled "America's
Cradle to P rison Pipeline."
They met young men
who reminded them of their
brothers. They asked how someone could live in the small cells
these youth called home and won-

dered why it was against the rules
to carry paper, gum and a host
of other items into the D.C. J ail.
They saw the plexi-glass through
which these and other inmates
visit with their family, friends and
young children for not more than
one hour per week.
C D F, known for introducing the concept "No Child
Left Behind" (before Bush's
unrelated "Leave No Child Behind" campaign), has been at the
forefront of child and you th initiatives for over 30 years.
H undreds of policy, political, religious and community
leaders will convene at Howard
for a "Cradle to Prison P ipeline
Conference" to discuss strategies
and develop solutions to curb
what is, for many, a straight shot
from birth into the justice system.
The "Cradle to Prison
Pipeline'' Conference will convene all day today and \ Vcdnes-

day, with today's events at Cramton featuring Bill Cosby 1:50
p.m., Angie Stone at 6 p.m. and
the parents and attorney for several of the Jena "6" at 9 p.m ..
Immediately after the evening
program, the Chapel will hold a
candlelight vigil. For more information. contact the Office of the
Chapel at 202-806-7280.
Last week, students
joined thousands of others in
Jena, La. to stand up for justice.
For the past two years, hundreds
of students have poured into
post-Katrina New Orleans to rebuild a city and to rebuild lives.

Ka11ika 1\lagrr is a Howard
alwn. She J?.raduated from tltr School
of Business in 199./ and is tlte Dfru·
tor of 1imth Leadership Drotlopmml
at tl1t Childrm's Difmst F1111d.

$avan Vbsic Aboca Pre$$ (l.ICT)

Phylicia Ras had has risen from Howard to Hollywood.
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Alain Locke Honored After 100 Years as Inaugural Black Rhodes Scholar
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All aspects of the life of Alain Leroy Locke were touched
on during a celebration of the 100 years that have passed since he
was appointed a Rhodes Scholar, the first black one eve r. Locke's
struggles as a black scholar and ph ilosopher were emphasized In the
two speeches and panel discussion that took place.
Not only was Locke's race a factor in his struggle for rec·
ognltlon and validation, but the fact that he was homosexual further
complicated the "Dean of the Harlem Renaissance's " q ues t for greatness. Howard's campus houses a building in Locke's namesake and
he spent the bulk of his career as a professor at Howard.
The 2007 Rhodes Scholars, as well as the 1957 class of
Rhodes Scholars, which is celebrating its 50th anniversary, were in
attendance. The forum also explained the process for gaining the opportunity to study at the University of Oxford in England.
The three and a half hour event Howard hosted the event in
the Blackburn Ballroom was developed by the Association of Ameri·
can Rhodes Scholars.

-Compiled by Traver Riggins, Campus Edffor
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Second Group of DSU Students Hurt This Year
Co11ti1111ed from FRONT,

DSU
would hope that he's gone by now
bccau'c of all the police we have
on campus. Given the les.~01H of
1he tragedy this year" at Virginia
Tech, "we cannot assume that."
Overton said that bct\\ ccn midnight and I a.m., eight
to I 0 students lcfi the University
Village Cafe and dispersed to the
pedestrian mall between Grossley
Hall and Memorial Hall. An individual produced a gun among a
group of students ;md four to six
shot~ were fired, injuring the t\\'O
victims.
Q,·erton said the uni-

versity police department was
contacted at 12:5-1- a.m. and ambulances and university police were
clispatched to the scene, where the
two victims were found and then
transported to local hospitals.
Hohnes said all residence haU managers were immecliatcly notified that there had
been a shooting incident and were
instructed not to allow students to
leave the dormitories. Accorcling to
the school \.Veb site, there are seven
campus residential halls - four for
women and three for men - and
I ,500 on- campus residents.
Non-essential
administrators were told not to come to
campus. Only public safety and

central administrators wen· told to
"\\'e had to be very concome to work.
cerned wit11 the safety of the entire
l lolmcs said that al 2:40 rampus communil);" H ohnes said.
a.m., a "timch w.1n1ing notifit.1The Delaware State vio.~,,
t
i
I
uon wa.~ pos cc on t IC rampus lence conjured up memories of the
\\'cb site, in nil of the n:sidcnce tragic shooting at Virginia Tech in
halls, and in oll~t.1mp11s .1p.m111cnt April, in which 32 students and t11e
complexes. '1lH' 111uwn;il\ .1lso put shooter were killed and administraan announn·mcnt on lls 1·mcrgi·nc;\
tors were c1iticized for not notifyline, lhe Dclaw.1rc State tJ11h1·rsit)
ing the students and staff quickly
"snow line," which is typin1llv used enough. "The biggest lesson
for notices about weather emergen- learned from the whole situation
cies. Holmes sa.icl anyone who pirk.~ at Virginia Tech was 'don't wait.'
up a land line on t.unpus will lin.t Once you have an incident, start
hear the annountcment.
notifying t11e community," H ohnes
.
Holmes said universit) Sf-U'cl •
President Allen I~ Scs•oms made
StudentS at the university
the decision to caned da•'t'S just spoke 0111 all day about what the
after 5 a.m.
shooting meant for the campu.s.

Chris Steven•, a 2007
DSU graduate, said he wanted
people to know that this type of
violence is no1 typical for the muversity.
"111is is not par for the
course at DSU. This is not a thugoriented campus. A~ the clithc
goes, 'thugs don't go to college.'
This probably ha.s mon~ to do with
the lack of secu1ity at HBCUs," he
said.
Stevens, a \ Vihnington,
Del., native, called the security
style of HBCUs "unique." "There
will be events with I 00 percent IO
check ru1d people ,,ilJ flash a.n}·thing from a social securit} card to
a bank statement from a disumce

..

,,;u

and whoc\'cr is at the gate
''aw
1hem through," he said.
,
Stevens said it seemed
that student safe!) was not 1he..1op
priority of Delaware State police.
"It seems like security at Delaware
State was more concerned about
gi\ing people parking tickets thnn
about the safety of students :md
stall~'' he said.
As for the Sept. 21shooting, which has shocked t11e university commwut}~ Holmes said the
university W'dS doing everything it
could to protect students and lind
the shootc.:r. ''\Ve have work to
do. \\'e can't reaUy dwell on ho''
troubled we are by this situation,"
he said.
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.Students Low in Cash Find Fun in the District
BY WHITNEY WINGATE
Contribtuinq Writer
'Vi1h the onset of fall, students may prepare by wearing
warmer clotlics and purchasing
homecoming event tickets. Some
unexpcc.:tcd possibilities that
sneak iu with autumn arc lower
bank balances and necessary
budgeting; this is especially true
for new l'ntrants.
Students should not despair, nor should they feel confined to the typical Howard
hang-out spots, the yard, the Annex cafeteria, punchout, or the
··booty-\\all". A lack of funds .1t
I Io\\ ard docs not equate to an
empt}' social calendar DC offers
manr fulfilling activities, free of
charge.
During
the
warmer
months, students like senior marketing major, Erin Davis, explore
tourist attractions. Davis visited
the Smithsonian Art Museum
where her favorite exhibit, the
Hope Diamond, is housed.
She also stopped by the
National Museum of the American Indian and realized, "how
much Native Americans contributed to [modern J American
society."
Davis also added that
the Smithsonian has many different museums, which are all

free. Other museums such as the
Anacostia Community tvluseum,
Postal tvtuseum and Freer Gallery of Asian and American arts
oiler students cnlghtentment as
well.
For a historical experience
under $2. students can also visit
the cigh t acre estate on which
Frederick Douglass' house still
stands at 1411 W Street in southeast \Vashington.
There are other landmarks in DC that are free to visit,
such as mouuments for several
national groups and presidents.
lvfany of these are in
peaceful settings. apan from a
sometimes congested cit\~
The \ \'ashington tvtonumcnt is where David Patton,
sophomore finance major, likes
to go in his free time.
'"I like it because of the
big reflecting pool there; that
area has a lot of culture." Patton
said.
Although some may fmd
national landmarks enriching,
off campus exploration does not
have to be limited to tourist attractions.
Some students may appreciate a stroll around the Botanical Gardens, at the corner of
First Street and Independence
Avenue N\V, or one of the many
public parks in the DC area, most

of which arc metro acccs~iblc.
\Vhitncy Re) nolds, junior
biology m<~or, likes to take walks
in the Georgetown area, "by the
waterfront."
"l here's a lot of commotion, but it's not negative There
arc places to shop and cat, or you
can just walk around," Reynolds
said.
The internet is also a
good place lo search for free entertainment. Each student can
research hobbies, personal interests, and network to find the most
entertaining ways to pass his/her
time.
Adding ~roups of interest on Facebook and ~hspa<:e
cm keep each student abreast if
upcoming C\'ents. Junior theatre
arts major, Kashawn \\~Ison. gets
his updates from ~lyspace.
"I got invited to a free
show [starring] DL Hughley at
the DC Empire [on Myspace],"
\Vilson said.
Although communication
portals help promote activities for
certain events, investigating all
venues at which these low to no
cost events occur will likch turn
up future happenings around the
city.
The Kennedy Center, at
27th and F Street N'vV, for instance, offers free shows every
day at 6 p.m.

Also, man}' popular
lounge areas and restaurants provide programs for their patrons.
Busboys and Poets, at 14th and V
Street N\V, has open mic nights
every Thursday where local artists and poets perform for the
guests. fickets start at $3.
\Vith a diverse entertainment arena in \Vashington, it can
be easy to forget the major political attention this area attracts.
Every prominent figure in the
~S government comes to DC at
some point.
They often give speeches
or have discussions that are open
to the public. One upcoming
e,·ent will be held at ~1organ
State University on Sept. 27,
2007.
The republican presidential nominees will be answering
questions about the concerns of
black America.
Staying aware of local
h~ppenings can put each student
that much closer to meeting their
idols, or simply prevent students
from staying confined to the
dorm until next spring.
Fun does not have to
come at a large price. Free entertainment is often only one metro
stop away.

'

T)'!t)n8 Clemons-Slalf ""'*>Qtapher

Students In the community take advantage of free festivals and events that
the District offers. When students are low on cash they opt for low costing
activities.

Metro Riders U:nt About Proposed Fares UpcotMing
BY CRYSTAL CRANMORE
Staff Writer

Take a step outsie of Howard's campus
and attend an event in the local community.

~lctro

riders arc displeased about a potential increase in fare prices. The initial
proposal of '1·5 cents was the largest increase ever in metro history,
but board members thought that
the increase was not justified.
Tia Miles, a sophomore
fashion merchandising m;yor,
livrs off-c1mpus and uses public
tran,por talion C\ cryda} to get to
campus.
"The inueascd prices
in 111ctro fares arc a bad idea,"
l\lilcs said.
'i\s students \\C don't
have enough monc) to begin
with. \ \'c alrcad) have 10 bu'
books and some of us our working part-111ne to pa}' for our tuition. It's an added expense th.11
is unn1.-ccs,an I think the prices
,1rc high enough," l\lilcs aid.
Even students who reside on campus foci as though an
increase on metro prices is detrimental.
"l don't like to sec the
metro prices increase because as
college students, we :neon a budget," said sophomore marketing
major Amber Johmon.
"\\Ith an mcrcasc m
metro prices II would just be another thing that college students
have to account for. It's unfortunate that \\ e do not have a choice
since it's the main use of transportation for so many people that
do not ha\'e cars, espcciall)' college students."
At the board meeting on Sept 13, Metro General
Man:ag< r John H. C,1toe Jr., proposed a fare inncase of 15 cents
for peak rail riders, lO cents for
off-peak riders, a 25 celll increase
for metrobus scrvi1.:c, an additional dollar for pa1 king al Metro
lots and then 50 cents more for
Metro access.
lloard mcmbc1s turned
down the proposal with hopes of
rcu:iving better justification as to
\\ hy Q,\IOC fcch th al increased
pnces are nee cs,:H)'·
Catoe told \VTOP
News that he docs expect the figures to come down once input is
received from the public. He did
not expect his initial proposal to
be widcl}' accepted right away.
but the general manager calls
it a nec;essity. A special bo.trd
1m cting will be held Thursda) to
disc•:ss the reasoning bclund the
111c1 ca,t".
"\.Ve plan on going back
to tire board this Thursday," said

Evehts

Congressioanl Black Caucus
Septe1nber 26-29
The Annual Legislative Conference will host
its annual event at the \Vashington Convention Center. E111ail info@cbcfinc.org for n1ore information

Crafty Bastards Arts and
Crafts Fair
Sunday Scpte1nber 30. 2007
Ti1ne and Place: 10 A..\J-5P~I;
..\dan1s wlorgan
'l'hc fair includes local vendors, food and
plenty of entt·rtainment

Price: FREE
Cun tart 202) 332-2100 for 1nore inforn1ation

Fall for the Book Festival

essica Oe:iege • Sta~ Pholllgrtpllet

Metro stations and metrobuses face spiked prices that will affect DC Metropolitlan residents that depend on public
transportation.

Georgt.• ~Jason University
Sunday through Friday Scpte111ber 23-28
Price: FREE
J oin G<•orgc Mason University and the co1nn1untiy and enjo) the publlic festival for all ages,
\\·hich features a variety of book related progan1s
thatcd<•brale litercy, reading and \Vriting.

Stephen Taubenkibel, a public
affairs specialist for the \ Vashington ~Ietro Transit Authorit}'·
"' \'e are going to outline the costs for the next fiscal
year and propose an increase, but
for right now, we have not been
able to decide what the increase
is going to be. The numbers \\ill
be: dhcus<cd later this week,"
'laubcnkibel s.1id.
The ~letro system has
tried to avoid possible increa~es
in fare prices in the past. According to Taubenkibel, prior to the
fare increase in the 2003-2004
fisca l period, there had not been
a hike in prices in eight years.
Metro has implemented new cost saving measure~ and
has also made significant organizational cuts, eliminating about
20 percent of its staff which
ultimately saved S25 million.
However, even though ~1etro has
tried to avoid an increase in fares,
providing more and enhanced
scivices to its users has proven to
be costly.
"The cost to operate
the system has gone up a lot fa~t
cr this }car,"Taubenkibcl said.
...! here has been an increase in
the scivices pro~ided. Fuel, electricity an<l health insurance have
all gone up."

According to the \Vashmgton ~lctro I ransit Authoritv,
~ietro customers onl} pa} about
55 percent of the actual c;ost of
their transportation
The remainder comes
from state and local go\'ernment
and advertising. Fare increases
have been kept below the inflation rate for mon than ,\ decade,
.1nd C\Cn with an mcrcasc 111 fare
pnces, cmtomcrs will still not pay
the full cost of their tra1Hportation.
For the upcoming fiscal
period, Metro will need$ I 09 million to balance the 2009 budget.
It is expected that operating expenses will rise about I I percent
and revenue is onl} projected to
~ro\\ orw percent.
lf tv1etro provic1cs a
minimal level of additional service for the 2009 fiscal year. expenses would grow another S20
million.
This additional service
would include the costs of operating the 6000-series railcars,
the costs of extending Yellow
Linc senicc to I·brt Totten during off-p1•ak hours and the cost
of ending till' Red I Jnc turnback
,\l Grosvcnor-Str.11hmo1 c during
off-peak periods.
\Vhilc the increase in

prices has upset many, rvtctro has
<·nsured people that it is dedicaterl to providing the best services to people and has already
implemented some plans for the
upcommg year.
For example, ~letro
projects that in the spring of
2008. the rehabilitation of 364,
2000/'iOOO-serics rail cars will be
complete. This will make more
tvletrorail cars available to serve
customers.
The increase in fares
has not had a major impact on
everyone. Those who do not have
cars and rely on public transportation do not mind the increase.
"That's my only means
of transporation," said Lorraine
\\'harton, a Hyattsville, .Maryland resident who works at the
~1arriot in \Vashington D.C. "If
the prices go up, there is nothing
I can do about it. I do not have
a car and I cannot drive, so the
increase docs not have as big an
impact on me and it might [affect] other people."
The increase is expected
to be implemented inJanuary.
"Nobody likes to sec
an increase in cost," said Catoe
to \\'TOP News, "It's just a reality."
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Have an interest in the
community?
Come to The
Hilltop bud•
get meeting on
Monday's.
Pick up a Story
at7pm.
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To open a Student Banking Package, visit our branches near campus at 901 New York Avenue or 21 OMichigan Avenue, NE,
call 301-987-BANK or 1-800-987-BANK {out of area}, or visit us anline at cl1evychasehank.coml st11dent.
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Graduates of top schoots come here tor the opportunity to provide consulting smvlces to some of the
biggest companies in the wortd.

"

We hire energetic, lmovative tndJvkluals Who see beyond the obvious and can think broadly and
deeply, brtnglng greater value to thmr dlents.

,

To learn more about pursuing a career With Dek>Hte Consutttng, we Invite you to
attend and meet our Federal Practice.
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For Mor Information Contact:
RObert Warmkessel. campus Recruiting
Phone: 202-370-2245
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E-mall: rwarmkessel@deloltte.com
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Raymond Lotta
Maoist political economist speaks on:

CAPITAllSM
IS A HORROR
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AVIAN INFLUENZA STUDY
TO Pi\RTKIPATE, VOLUNTEERS MUST:
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6:30 pm Wednesday, September 26
Room 301, Douglass Hall, Howard
1\just war in lrnq ... the disaster of capituhsm in Nev. Orleans ... half the
planet living on less than $2 a day ... global wanning threatening tho
planet.
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Over nnd over we're told that this is "the best of all pos~iblc world11 ... thc only
po!111lblc world ... and you might as well accept it." But there fa an nltcrnntivc.
Soclnllst revolutions in the Soviet Union (I 917 56) nnd C'hinn ( 1949 76)
nccompllshcd great nnd unprecedented things. They opened liberutlng vistas
that humRnity can build on.

Call to~; to ~m mor~ I 1·800·4 11-1222 . ~ .,,~, . "''l
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· There's a conversation to be had:

lO

• Arc people too selfish to cooperate with each other?
• Con racism be overcome through socialism nnd a continuing revolution?
• Whnt nbout communism and religion?
• Is socialism authoritarian--or can you have n society with people pulling
together, but with lots of creativity and dissent?

.....

If you feel angry with the way the world is, and dare to imagine
something different, you need to hear Raymond Lotta .
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For more Information: 312-399-1981
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Cli11ton Scandal Does Not D eter Voters
BY CORY ALEXANDER
Contributing Writer
New York st•nator and
democratic prcsidcnti,11 nmcliclatl',
H illary Clinton, has hct·n in the
public e}C fm 11 \Cars sin< c being
first lady during hrr husband's notorious relationship with a \Vhite
House intern. But now she has stolen the show with a sc;uidal of her
own.
Various reports haw cited
Clinton to be a.~ociatcd with two
monetary scand,1ls c.;onc:erning her
campaigns, but voters arc sticking
by her.

Clinton has also been
tied to :-.:orman Hsu, a high pro·
file democratic fundraiser who has
.1 16-year-old warrant for his arrest
based on charges of grand theft in
California.
Hsu ha.~ been indicted for
his fr.1udulcnt contributions to various c.unpaigns, including Clinton's
presidential campaign.
As a result of his activities,
Clinton's campaign spokesperson ,
Howard \.Volfson, announ ced last
week that, 'i\n estimated 260 donors this week will receive refunds
tot.Jing approximately S850,000
from the campaign."
He also said, referring to

Jessie.a DeT16Qe •Sblf PhoCogr1!lhO'r

Sen. Clinton gave back thousands of dollars originally meant for her campaigns.

Hsu, that the campaign wa.,, '"unaware of n1is] decade-plus old warrant," while contrastingly arguing
the campaign w.1s nmning cxtl'llSi\e
reviews of rt·cords concerning the
ori!,"1ns of morn:).
C oncnning Clinton\ senate c;unpaign, hc1 fon11t•r finance
director, David R<>sen, "as indicted
fo1· misrcprcscntt•cl costs of a gala
to benefit C linton's senatorial campaign in 2000.
T he dinner and concert
cost over S L.2 million. T he concert
alone totaled more than $600,000,
but Rosen reported it at S·!00,000.
In a press release, the Federal Bureau of l n\cstigation (FBI)
stated that thcv po C$S t'\ idence
confirming C lin ton\ c-runpaign intc.-ntionall} minunized and devalued
the campai~ expenses.
Rosen's fic:tiuous expenditure re portin~ could l,md him in
jail for 20 years at most. He is being charge~ on four counb of faulty
documentation, each of which carries a maxim m11 sentence of fi\c
years in jail and a S250,000 fine.
C linton's financial l:>\Y}er
was quoted in a statement s.1) ing,
"T he Senate Campaign Committee
ha.~ fully cooper.1tcd with the investigation.
M 1; Roscn worked hard
for the campaign and we tn1st that

when all the facts are in, he will be
cleared."
Voter.; may or may not he
swayed by Clinton's bad luck and
poor judgment with her manage·
mcnt of fonding she rccci,·es for he1
campaign.
T he chairman of thl· po·
litical science department at H oward said that voters arc k ss likely to
see C Linton's faux pas as detrimental
to her campaign and their vote for

her.
" People cannot be responsible for him, and people like him,"
Lorenzo M orris said, referrin~ to
Hsu and R~en. ''I suspect they \\ill
vote for her or [Barack] Obama,
and •ome for [John] Edwards . .I
don't think it "ill Lt·hange) \Utt'S"
Rau11ika Ra'~ a junior
political science major. agreed. 'i\
lot of money is laundered in these
campaigns. and I think people know
that. I would \Ute for her knO\~ing
about the fraudulence, if I wa~n't
voting for someone else," she said
before a chuckle.
"However, the vast major·
ity of those who pay too much attention to the media may be swa}c<l
b) the publicitv."
Both ~!orris .md R .1y
agreed that finan ces arc com plicat·
cd matters in campaigns.

Sudan President Calls for Cease Fire
BY AURORA ELLIS
Contributing Writer
Omar al-Bashir, the president of Sudan, met \\ith Pope Benedict X\1 in Rome this month to
discu.ss peace negotiations for D..rfur. The leader of Sudan expressed
that a ceav fire will begin during the
peace talks scheduled to take place
in Libya next month.
The peace talks, supported
by the United Nations (U.N.) and the
African Union, arc set for Oct. 27 in
T ripoli, the capital of Llbya.
The conference marks a
renewed attempt by U.N. General
Secretary Ban Ki-Moon to settle disputes which have caused the death
and torture of over 100,000 dtizens
of Darfur.
Tht 1-&tican .Vrws, announced that the president and the
pope engaged in a 25-minutc discussion in Rome. Afterwards, al-Bashir
stated to the press that a cease fire
will contribute to a "positive climate"
for the peace talks in Tripoli.
Yet peace agreements have
been broken before, and the Sud l·
nese govcrnmc:nt has been .1c. used
of financi.tlly supporting and arming the Janja" ccd militiamen, "ho
are responsible for the rape, massacre and forced displacement of
many Darfurians.
Leaders of two prominent rebel groups, the Justice and
Equality Movement and the Sudan
Liberation Movement, have already
refused. Abdel \Vahid cl-Nur, leader
of the Sudan Liberation ~1ovement,
reasoned there should be .1 cc,1sc fm·
and African L.' nion pc,1c:ckeeping
force implemented bclore a peace
talk.
"\\'e arc not going to Lib}'a
to negotiate unless we can guarantee
the security of our people This is a
failing process and the SL.M is not a
movement that fails," \ Vahid el-Nur
reported to BBC News.
Many sec the peace talks

PllOIO Coutlasy ol W<NI •udan nee

President Omar al-Bashir is making moves to find peace In Darfur, Sudan.
as possibly successful if everyone is
included.
Those following the progression of the genocide in Darfur
say that the only way progress can
be made is if all groups involved,
including rebel forces, the Sudanese
government and outside peacekeeping organizations, actively participate.

"lt is .1 positive step in the
right direction, .. said Allyn BrooksLaSure, spokesperson for Save Darfur, an advocacy and hum.lnitarian
organization, "Peace has to begin
with all parties sitting down and discussing their i~ucs."
Msia Clark, an African
studies visiting as.~istant professor, reiterates Brooks-LaSure's sentiments.

"I believe it can't hun as
long as everyone participates, if all
groups are present and everyone's issues addressed it has potential."
\ Vhile some carry high
hopes for these proposed peace
talks, others c.xpress a lack of faith
in al-Bashir's announcement and
the proposed peace talks. "U.N. has
been talking for how long now?,"
said M arcus Dunick, a junior biology and psychology double major.
"U.N. always talks, but that doesn't
mean they will do anything."
The United Nation's ability
to implement change is questioned,
as some don't see the organization's
plans as progressive for the Darfurian people.
In 2006 the United Nations Security Council passed a
peace resolution intended on controlling violence in the region '~ith a
I 7,300 peace-keeping force.
However, the plan was discontinued due to opposition from
the Sudanese go\'cmmcnl and no
support from China, Russia or Qatar. l\1an> fear that Tripoli peace
talks could end ,,ith the same failure
as the 2006 resolution.
Brooks-Li.Sure
encourages H oward students to be aLti\e.
"Howard University has been a
leader among H BCUs (with activism)," he said.
He also suggested that students raise awareness. "The more
people know the more they will want
to help," he said.
The conflict in Datfur has
been taking place for over four years
and is labeled bv man) as "ethnic
cleansing" and "gc.-nocidc,'' including the U.S. Department ol State.
During this time over
400,000 people were killed, and millions more displaced. U.N. estimates
conclude that 2.2 million people
ha\'e been affected by this violent
war.
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Many students identify Farrakhan as the leader of today.

of Today
in Action
BY CHARLIE DAVID
Contributing Writer

•

After last week's rally in Jena, La., Rev. J esse
Jackson and Re\. Al Sharpton stood up for justice in the
face of racism.
But, leaders in the African-American community as a whole arc lacking in a time when discrimination is rearing its head again.
Compared to the \\'omen's Rights M ovement
in the nineteenth century .md the Civil Rights l\1ovement in the 1960s, this millennium has yet to see a
movement of its O\•n.
Amccr Baker, a freshman engineering major
said, "i\11 of our leaders ha,·e been taken from us ... we
are forced to lead oursehes."
\\'ith 10.4 percent of African-American male:;
incarcerated, the largest percentage of other ethnic
groups, the prison S) stem has taken \"Oung leaders from
the communir.:
Freshman bioloin major ~!organ Perry said
that there is a \-oid for a distinct leader in today's societ)"
"\ Vhocvcr steps up to the plate and can accept
responsibility should claim the spot of leader that our
generation so desperately needs," she said.
Other students, however, are able to pinpoint
to a distinct leader. Among the names mentioned, the
three most prominent were senators and presidential
candidates Hillary C linton and Barack Obama and
leader of the Nation of Islam Louis Farrakhan.
Sophomore nursing major \Yhitne) Reed said,
"Clinton 1s an inspiration not onh to America, but also
to \\Omen. H ill.in Clinton is sending a strong message
to women even where that, 'yes I am a woman and yes,
I can do anything I ~ut my mind to'." Recd said.
Among those who choose F'\rrakhan is senior
sociolog) major .James Smith. "He's one of the freest
black people I've ever knO\\n." he said.
\\11en using the term free. Smith explained
that E-1rrakh;m was '"not scared to lose money or endorsements by '·l)ing something that might help cur
.
gene• auon.
:\Ian) indi' 1d11.1l are afraid of what othcl"'>
111.1y think if they stJnd 11!' for <omcthing that is "out
of thl· box."
~1111istcr 1-'arrakhan stand~ firm for what he
bclien·s in ,111d is widely rcspcc:tcd for it, he said.
Illinoi, senator Obama has been seen a~ a
leader in today's society as "ell. Freshman electrical eni.,"11wt·ring major, l\1ontaque Jones, said that Obama has
"brought the whole world to a stun."
From his strong speeches to solid standpoinL'
on largely dt•bated issues, he exemplifies another strong
im,1gc of 111te1cst a~ ,1 lcade1 111 rlw this centun' according to .Jones. I lis vit'\\S arc the most "controvcr,ial [and
he i~ dcclic.11nl to] mnking a difference...
Junior broadca.~t journalism major Amara
H.1ll ;1grecd.
" Ilic leader of tomorrow could very well be
B.1rack Oban1a," she said. '"Obama is rapidlv becoming one of the most influential leaders of our time."
Hall commends him for not being frightened
to "shake things up" in the \\lute House.

..

Students Await Obama's Improved Speaking Skills
BY JADA SMITH
Staff Writer
A5 the university prepares
for the visit of presidential hopeful,
Illinois senator Barack Obama, to
make the opening Convocation address on Friday, the campus u:flects
on Obama's pa.'t visit and looks forward to hearing what he has to say
this time.
Ta.shoo Thomas, a sophomore political science major, attended the democratic fomm that
was held at Howard Unh'Crsit}
over the summer, and thinks that
Obama's speaking skills were weak
in comparison to some of the other
candidates.
"That dav, he \\ .1s just mediocre," T homas said. "I just don't
think he was wc11 prepared for that
night."
Thoma, docs believe, how-

ever, that he can and will i.mp1 ..>ve.
"He's a good speaker, it's
just that he didn't convince a lot
of people of his platform," Thomas said. "vVhen he first came out,
people were applauding. But at the
end it seemed as though people wc1e
going more toward Hillary as far as
her platform."
\ 'v'hen on the campaign
trail, it is cmcial to reach as much of
the audience as possible with every
speech made.
Ron Jackson, a political
consultant with specialty in the media, has managed the campaign of
Texas House Representative Al Edwards and former Houston Mayor
Lee P. Brown. H e said that public
speaking is a key part of winning
elections.
"Speaking is a very vital
part of the process. Basically, whar
you're doing is getting your message
out there and telling people why they

should vote for you," J ackson said.
Explaining the speechprcparation process, he said, "We do
a po11ing of our potential aucliencc.
Po11ing is just finding out who you 're
talking to and what you're trying
to achieve witJ1 this message. lt all
depends on what message y'011 're
trying to get out there. You have to
shape the message based on know
how and experience."
Jackson also said that with
different audiences you have to
modify the speech to fit the target
group.
ror example, he says that
when white candidates go to speak
at black churches, they start olf
quoti ng script11re. But when speaking at a S}nagoguc, you would refrain from using scripture or saying
"inJcsus' name.''
"It's a11 about connecting
with your audience. Most candidates do it," J ackson said.

According to Obama's
\.Yeb site, he stands firm on issues
such as improving America's healthcare system, fighting poverty, improving the schools, honoring the
veterans, cleaning up a .culture of
corruption in \.Vashington and ending the war in Iraq.
"The Iraq \ \'ar is so unpopular right now. H e is the only
candidate on thl" democratic side
that did not vote for the war. That
will really work in his favor," Jackson
said.
Thomas, alcng with other
students, are eager to hear Obama
speak at The M ecca for the second
nme.
"Pm c.xcited to hear
O bama 's speech at Convocation, I
know he will do well," said sophomore political science major Cher·
re11e Swain. "H e did an okay job
James Coibl.rn - MCT
last time, but not as good as people Barack Obama, spoke at a campaign stop outside of a residence In
wanted him to," T homas said.
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Iowa. He will grace Howard University's stage on Friday.
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8 SPORTS
Staff Writer
The life of a student
athlete is one filled with bumps
and bruises.
/\t .Ill) given tune, on
any of the 1!J varsi1y spoils te;uns
at Howard University there arc
iajure<l players.
4
Their i1tjuries can be as
detrimental as broken bones and
torn ligamenls, or as shallow as
scrapes and bruises.
Nonetheless, the game
must go on.
In the midst of pain and
frustration lllaJl)' student .1thletes
pla)· with the mj1111, and the pain
in an effort to help the team.
Across the countn
i,tljuries are plaguing man\ college
.:thletes.
Every day they sacrifice
their bodies for the sport.
Some do it because
they are on scholarship, but the
majority do it for the love of the
gan1e.
On the other hand,
~juries at Howard have been on
~ steady decline, with this year
to date having the least amount
of injured players, according to
H oward University's new head
athletic trainer Carlos Parry.
At the collegiate level,
athletics is no longer a favorite
pasttime or played for mere
recreation, it is a business.
And the business cannot
adequate!)• function if one of

the key elements, the player. is
impaired. Therefore it is the
responsibility of the player to
gauge their own functionality as
contiibuting members of a team.
.Ma11y
athletes'
competitive spirits get in the way.
playing 1hmugh the pain off sheer
adrenaline.
So determining the
severity of the injury and when
an athlete should stop playing can
be difficult.
'1\ player should stop
playing when an injury inhibits
their function to a level where the}
can no longer be an asset to the
team," Parry said. '·Functionalith
or lack there of is the first sign."
ln the hub of excitement.
many players dismiss injurie~ .md
chalk up the pain in an effort to
help the team out.
It subsequently makes
the irtjury worse which in turn
prolongs the recovery time
and possibly causes permanent
damage to the injured athlete.
Many students attribute
the losing record of many Howard
sports to team injuries.
"I know a couple people
that play ~ports," said junior
nursing major Candice Barksdale.
"Seems like to me they are always
hurt, and if not them it's other
athletes 1 see limping around
campus on crutches."
She continued, "Maybe
that's one of ilie reasons no one
can win, because a lot of iliem are
hurt."
It leaves many students

to wonder if the seeming!) poor
conclitiom l·ontribute to and
prolong athlc1e \ injuries.
'/\, an athletir trainer,
I am t.mght to wo1 k in the best
and worse t·onclitions," Parry
said. ·~\h houp:h spate is limited,
we have all th,1t \IC 1wcd to
adt·quatd} l MC for the athlt•tcs.
All that olhcr stuff is extra."
l'br the bulk of athletes,
irtjurics arc inevitable.
lb ensure 1he safe and
speed> recowry of the athlete,
there was a new regulation
implemented last year by the
'.'/CAA stating that t•ach pl;iycr
must ha\'e cO\ erage for sports
rclat<•d irtiuric .
[f the~ do not 1he pla)cr
ml\
not e\ en participate in
practice.
Despite the ine,itabilit'
of athletic i1tjuries, prevention
and education arc keys in making
sure that an athlete is not playing
with an irtjun· and in pre,·eming
future injury.
It is important that all
atl1letes arc wcll-,·ersed in the
importance of hydr.111on, proper
nutrition and their own bod)
mechanics.
"On this level, playing
anr spor1 at any college everyone
has been injured and they all play
with pain. At the end of each
game on each athlete something
is hurting," Parry said. "This is
no longer recreation. fhis is their
life, thingi; "ill hurt. lt's all about
how rou manage .11.''
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Jarahn Williams has a good rapport with the rest of his teammates. ESPN projects a
good season for the wide receiver.

Wide Receiver Stands Tall For Bison
Contributing Writer

TODAY IN
PORTS HISTOR
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FLORENCE GRIFFITH-JOYNER RAN

100 METER DASH IN WORLD RECORD
10.54 SECONDS.
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NO GAMES 9/24
UPCOMING GANB
NO GAMES TODAY
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ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
J ARAHN ''J - BOI'' WILLIAMS

BYJAMESJACKSON
•..

-
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Athletes 'Chalk Up the Pain' to Play
BYZ'KERA SIMS

. ...

JASMINE SMITH WINS
FLIGHT SINGLES TITLE

•
RALl lGH. N.C. - l'ht Howard women's tennis team had a good outing ;it tlw Residence Inn
'.North \\'olfpack Invitational as.Jasmine Smit11 won the Flight BI Singles title. The three day tournament wa~
:.hosted by N.C. State on Sept. 21-23.
•

•

Smith earned the title after defeating Pittsburgh's Elizabeth Adan1s by scores of 7-6 (1), 7-5. She
;downed Scarlett /\lfon1,o (Campbell) 6-2, 6-4 in the semi-final round and James tvlaclison's Anna K.hoor, 2-6,
•7-6 (7), 6-0 in the second round en route 10 the victory.

Jarahn
\ \ illiams,
the number one receh-cr for
the Howard University Bison
football team has alway,; be-en
one of the smaller players on the
field. But that ha~n 't matt en· cl.
The defensive backs who have
faced him will tell you, \\'illi;uns
is quick and illusive.
"It is not an easy ta.•k
to defend J-Boi' became he's
' en quick and runs precisl'
routes," said i\launcc Checks.
f1ce safety for the Bison.
"I remember clurin~
summer camp '.J-Boi' caught
a post acro<s the middle and l
came to makl' the tadJe: right
when I thought I had him he
slipped awav frum me au<l
t·oncinued up field."
Pla)ing Dhision 1AA football and mr.t<uiing up
at YI 0, 180 lbs. pl.lC.es \\illi.un
on the smaller c:nd of '' ide
recci\'er.; in the ~lEAC.
Even from the first
time :J-Boi' stepped on tht·
football field \\'hen he w.1s jusl
six\ ears old. plaving 111 a 65 lbs.
and under Pop \ \'arncr kag1ll'
in his hometown of !\.liami,
Fla.
He s.1id he is dl·stinl'll
to pro\'C that the sizt• of lhe
pla~ er does not matter.
\\'illiams started hi<
tomincing campaign in his
second game ever by scoring
his first touchdown.
•·I" as pla) ing nmning
back. which I played m) whole
life until high school." he ' ud
"I was ''atching Barn· Sy1clcrs
all week. so basicalh I was
just imitating him. I n:cl'i,ccl
the ball from the quartnb.1ck.
shook one dcfonde1. ran through
the hole. and then sprinted +o
yards for the score."
Along with Ban)
Sanders,
\ Villiams'
older
brother was a huge motivation

to him \\hen hl' ,,,15 gro,,ing
up. His brother is ~\Cll rear"'
older th.m lum .ind used IQ
challen~c and push him. "hich
helped him build lu t•xpt•nerKC
and prep red lum for .111\
l·ompetition he "ould foet· ,\
wl'il-prq>arccl \\il11.11ns entered
high school \\ hc1<• his football
coach d1anged hi< po~ition
from running h.11.:k to \\idc
rcc:l'i\'t·1: ik .1lso g:1\'t' him his
nic:kn.1111e, ·:J·Bl)i."
\\'illi.1111< t•xcdkcl at
hb lit'\\ position 11r11nedi.1teh
due 10 his peed a'1d lif!lllning
fast cuts. lkforr •:J-lloi 'knt'\\ it
he h d .utr ••cl th' i1111:.IT I of
some D1v1sum J.,\ I\ coll~ges.
"I
lik1'cl
Hm,ard
bec.1u~t' tht.'\ ~ho\\ed the mo<t
intt•rcst in me On m) \i<i1 I
liked the c..unpu5, the studrnts
.met of course the- football
pro,.,rr.i.111," \\ 1lli.uns s.ud. ··1
".l.~ ~-iven the opportunit\ to
plm l olkge football and make
an m1p it.I nit )\\ ' o I took
ull .ch .mt gr
sm\:1
\\ tlh.uns'
sopholllOll' )'r• I, lat• Ji,1, hl'en
,1 shi111ng st.it for th<' Bison.
,\~ ,1 soplwmOll' in 2tlHi, h~·
rt'< onlt'cl I:.?O 1c1 <'i\ ing \,mis.
\\'illi:1111''
\,11d.1g1·
slight!) dl'diut·d i11 tht· :.!005
Sl'olSOll \\ 111·11• ht• <.lllght 371
) ,irds 1cn·I\ i11g. \ \'illi.11115 had
to sit 0111 thr t•ntire 200h <t'<1so11
due tu, broki.:11 roll,uhtirw that
•1e ulll·u·d dttring .1 spring hall
prat lil'r.
"It \\ .lS hartl for
me to Sit b' nd \\illth Ill\
teammates plav :u1d I couldn't
hdp contribult to a \\ln."
\\'illi.uns said of hi~ <l'llSOll
cmling injul')
"I leamccl to work
harder dut· to Ill\ 111)111)
be<- use 1 got to it b.1c k :u1cl
'"'tch th1· t en \\t h.1d .it "idc
rn ci\'cr.,' he .11d "If I didn t
com<' off Ill)' i11j111 \ 1 t"acl) to
pl.1y tht·11 tht 1<' \\,1s a pmsibility
1 \\tmlcln't gl'I Ill\ ,t.11ti11g spot
hatk."
0

old filth year 'cmor. realizes
that this i< hi., lru;t sea<on as a
Bison and is n:ad) to ;o out on
top.
disappomtcd \\e
lost our first two gaines. but I
want us to wm nine strai~h1 and
still compete for the ~ I EAC
championship." he said. "~l)
personal goals art' lt'acling
the :\1EAC Ill rec:eiving .md
1ouchdowns..,
Starting out red hot
this sea.-on, \ \illian1s is well on
his way to hi' ,,n'll recording nme
receptions for I0 I rard< .md n
touchdown against Hampton
in the <eason opener. . \ ii mt
l'lorida A&).l, ·:J-Boi" h.ul two
touchdowm. and receivt·d li\'C
<.itches for -2 yards.
He has totaled this
se.1son 19 catches for 198
\nru< and four to111.:hdowns.
.md l-.SP:\.com has projected
\\'illi ..1 ,, to rack up at least
i26 n:• ci\ing yards .1nd l.i
touch do\\ ns this season
":0.lr fello" "idc
recciH~r-s Larr} Duncan :md
Ailantlus Hood .ire hni:t·
t hrt·ats.
so .1 dcfcn'l' can
llt'\IT double team us." \s an
unselfish. tc.1111 pla)er \\'illiams
credits his teammates for som«
of his suc;;tess.
"Pla~in~ "ith :J-Boi'
is like t:heating because \\l' arc
alw;l) s on the s.une p.1gc." ~aid
Hii,m .John,on, capt in and
st.1rting q11.1rterback.
"!'here is no defender
1h.11 l an CO\'Cr him Olll' 011 ont\
and if l put the ball in his area
he'll catch it:·
":J- Boi' is like tn\
older bothc-r: he showed me the
ropes and taught me e\ Cf} thing
I kr10" <ince I've been here,"
s.1id fcllo\\ "idt• Tel e1,·cr
\rlanclus Hood.
Jarahn"J- B oi"
\\'illiams is off to .:i great start
to ;1 promising sea,011. and c\ t·n
though he i~ one of the smaller
phi) ers in stature; the si.-;c or is
heart can never be queslionecl.
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/\lyssa \ Vorks won the opening round of the Flight CI bracket after downing Kayley \Vahl 6-3, 7-6
,(J) but fcll 6-0, 6-3 to \ Vest Virginia's Alexandra Kaluza in the next set.

•'

:

\ VhitnC)' Ambush, Courtney Dorsey.Jorden Shaw a11d Aja \\'right all pla\'ecl well but tell in the first
set of the consolation bracket in each of their respective flights.

I

I

Michelle Gee received a bye into ilie fmal round of the B2 consolation bracket before losing 6-2.
:6-0 to East Carolina 'sjcssica Cook.

••

~
In doubles action, Marian Blancada and Jorden Shaw advanced to the championship of the A3
:consolation round before dropping an 8-0 set to Burton and Pilsbury of \Vest \'irginia.

':'

DON"1' SIT ON THE BENCH,
AND BE A LAZY SPORTS FAN .
GET IN THE GAME!

Laura Marin and Courtney Dorsey received a bye into the semi-finals of the~ I consolation round
'before retiring and losing their set to East Carolina's Gol and Soler.

,
\Vork.' ai1d \Vrii;ht dropped .m 8-3 set to Nimita andjain tJamt·s Marlison) in the 'et·ond round of
, the A2 flight con,olauon bracket.

•

'

I'

The Lady Bison return to action on Oct. 12-14 at ilie Hampton Roads lavi tational.
-Courtesy of H oward University Sports Information

•

GRAB A STORY AT THE HILLTOP
BUDGET MEETING
7 P.M. MONDAYS IN THE WEST TOWERS.
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Students Left Out Of HBCUWeek
National HBCU \\'eek
is an event proclaimed every year
by d1e president of the United
States. It derives from Jimmy
Carter's Executive Order 12232
made in Aug. 8. 1980.
It reads: " I-JOI. The
Secretary :>f Education shall
implement a federal initiative
designed to achieve a signifir..ant
increase in the participation hr
historically black colleges and
universities in federall) sponsored
programs.
T his initiative
shall seek to identif)·. re·
duce and eliminate barriers which may have unfairly resulted in reduced
parnc1pation in, and
reduced benefits from,
federally sponsored programs."
Since 1980, during every annual proclamation of
National HBCU \Vcek, the president detail' their administration's
past elTorts towards carrying out
President Carter's executive order in addition to what they plan
for d1e future.
National H BCU \\'eek
was proclaimed b} Prcsidtnt
George \V. Bu•h to be, Sept. 9
through Sept. 15, 2007.
There was a major
conference planned and a whole
agenda of 1ctivities et forth.
1 he problem i•, who
was invited? \Vhere did it take
place? Did it take place? A~ of
Sept. 24, 2007 there were still no
pictures on the event's \.Veb site of

the conference in 2006 or 2007.
There was no press release on the
\.Veb site. The conference appears
as if it may as well not have happened.
The concept of not direcd> issuing invitations to d1e
student body of local HBCUs
is difficult to comprehend. Especially since part of President
Carter's executive order was to
eliminate barriers from reduced
participation in federallv funded
programs.

Our View:

tential to impact the stale of all
HBCUs by at least including the
students that attend them.
II would've been a more
meaningful conference had Howard students and student$ from
other area HBCUs been included.
How often is it that a
student would ha\'e the opportunit)' to sit down \\~th the president to discuss an)' topic related
to H BCUs?
Let alone the potential
impact of our student
le.1deM h.l\~ng the
cllance to sit down
with the president
to discuss topics that
could positively impact much of our lives
as H oward students.
But, it looks
like no one thought of
that, not this year at least.
HBC U week may have
been a genuine outreach to campus communities of color. it aho
could have been nothing more
than the \.\'hite House putting
on a half-hearted production because they had to.
Because man) student,
weren't included. we ma} ne\'er
know what the tmc intention of
the conlCrencc wa., this )·car.
Either wa)\ students
from HBCU~ could h.\\'c at Jc.1st
been included in die week- long
event that was supposed to focus
on the state of black colleges and
universities in the nation.

The White House could
have done a better job
publicizing HBCU week.
Despite the fact that
certain tasks can be a little time
consuming, proper implementation of tasks such as publicizing
and public relations are still crucial to anr event, let alone one
hosted br the \ \'hite House.
How is it possible to host
an open fomm about predominant!) blacks schools and school
systems wiiliout their presence?
Many students could
agree that more e1Tot1 should
have been put into promotion of
1l11s e\'ent on the go\·ernment's
part.
It would've been a more
elTective conference had it been
a prioril)' to emphasize the po-
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Setchi Provides an Eco Experience
BY CHRISTINE DELOATCH
Contributing Writer

•

BY DANIELLE KWATENG
Life & Style Editor

Dear Howard,
Music, like fashion, like most
everything else in life is cyclical. These
days the obvious cyclical nature of life
is seen in movies, music and dress.
Pick up any current artist's
album and you 'II notice the influence
of past musical geniuses like Michael
Jackson, Stevie Wonder and Marvin
Gaye - all of whom are easily recognized on a first name basis. It's that
same individuality that allowed Kanye
to beat out his competition by 200,000
records. ''\fe're creatures of habit.
It's really easy to follow and
understand the fun aspects of cycles,
but what about the not-so-fun trends?
The beauty of cycles is that if
you look in the past you can probably
foresee what will happen in the future.
It's no coincidence that the problems
we face today mirror the same problems of the 20th century and arguably
the last 400 years.
The real concern is if they
will be handled the same way - with a
whole new generation of ''movers and
shakers" and political activists. ~lo
mentous occasions of histOr} come to
mind, when people on the forefront of
change led n::volutions to, in essence,
"fight the power."
Motivated and unwavering,
this unique class of individuals took all
issues to heart with a clear understanding of how the realities of the world
would affect them. vVe, of course, have
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.. Coretta
Scott King, Malcolm X. Dorothy
H"ight, iviarcus Garvey and many others that paved the"' ay for us. However,
besides laws and rights, there was and
still is a psychological injustice that
they felt needed to be fought.
The hardest part of breaking
a ('yclc is veering off in a new direction. People need to believe that there's
something better to look forward to,
something completely different from
what they've witnessed or experienced
before.
And it's not about appealing
to the conscious of those against us
that matters. It's about changing our
views, allowing it to be our truth and
bringing that truth into the limelight.
It wasn't the marketing strategy that
brought over 200.000 people to march
on vVashington, D.C. in 1963; it was
the mind of one progressive individual that caused people to expand their
minds and change history forever.
Therefore, one of the first
steps to creating a nlovement is creating change in the world around you.
\Vhat issues matter most to you? How
do they make you feel? Dig deep within
yourself to find a cause that you will
support 100 percent. Don't be swayed
by trends or the cause of the moment.
The artivists that came before us and the passionate artists and
influential people of today have always
searched out their own purpose and
made statements accordingly. It's up to
you to do the same.
Speak things into existence
and at the same time don't become a
self-fulfilling prophecy. At the end of
the day, find your lane...and stay in it!

Neatly tucked away in Georgetown stands a little brick building that an untrained eye could easily overlook. But for the
dedicated shopper, this hidden treasure chest
could never dip below their fashion radar.
Setchi, a new eco-boutique located at 1614 \>V1SCOn'li.n Ave. Nw, opened its
doors to the District tllis August. \>Vith hopes
of catching the attention of the area's metropolitan v.'Omen, Setchi sets a sophisticated
tone from the moment of entr)!
Using clean lines and bright colors, tlle store's layout is peifectly quaint and
inviting The sun easily seeps in from two
skylights and flows over the carefully selected
pieces within the shop. c~ dresses, tops
and slacks coloifully line the walls, while
jeans are carefully stacked on small shelving
Shoes,jewelry and bags are availaPle to feed
every woman's hunger for acceswries and
SC.'<}' lingerie is otfen.'CI for customers that
love to feel attractive underneath it all.
Setdu is owned and run byJesmca
delPilar, who established the business with
her husband, Albert de!Pllar.
"My husband is an investment
banker," she said. "[So] he's great to have as
a partnei:"
As an eco-boutique, the mer·
chandise Setchi carries must meet a certain
criteria At least one of the following rules
must apply: the designer must use untreated
materials that are free of pesticide and destructive dyes; manufacn1rers of tlle clothing
must be treated and paid fairly; the items
must be produced within 300 miles of the
District; products must be of domestic vintage and recycled materials. This is a new
approach to fashion that is very appealing
to envirorunentally conscious students on
HO\vard's campus.
"I think it's refreshing to find a
store that cares about more thanjust making

r.-.-..:.• '•. -

~
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shfrt. Warm but sophisticated, the details in
tlle "sweatshirt'' make it unique. Carefiilly
placed buttons and a mock hood give it a
styli~h city-girl look.
One piece of clotlling that is a
wardrobe must-have is a pedect pair of hiphuggingjeans.
'7\ really good pair of jeans always comes in handy, especially when a girl
wants to own a pair that can be di"CS.5ed up
or down," srud junior public relations major

Samata Pear.on • Slalf Photogr&j)her

Tucked away in a cozy nook on Wisconsin Avenue, Setchi boasts exclusivity and sells
environmentally conscious pieces that work great for your wardrobe
of a woman's wardrobe. There are pieces
that are more conservative, but there are also
pieces that can serve a different purpose."
delPilar points out a lovely, above the lmee,
green day-dress, called the ''Tularosa" that
will be featured in a future edition of Alam
(Jain magazine. A simple head tun1 away
hung a cl=y take on a moden1 cozy sweat-

Ashley Mason-Greene.
del.lThir definitely kept this in
mind when selectingjeans for Setchi.
She srud, "I wanted to have more
than one style of jeans so customers could
easily find what really fits tllem, and not just
what's considered 'in' at the moment."
Setchi delivers on this promise by

offering an array of fit~ including boot cut,
trouser cut, straight leg and wide leg fits.
"Our wide legjeans were featured in People
magazine," delPilar proudly said.
\>Vhen asked what separates Setchi from its competition, Mason-Greene
srud, feel like Setchi doesn't tr)' to define
its wotnen. It offers pieces that can be mixed
and matched in order to create tlle look you
want. lt's also refreshing to shqp in a store
that isn't so huge and stuffed with things that
CVCl)'One else owns."
Setdu SCNCS a focused female
shopper-a dedicated fushionista who doesn't
mind spending a little more money on better exdll.5ivity and quality. Setchi has a wide
range of price points. T~rts run from $28
to S98, dresses up to $250, shoes from Sl 25S300 and bags up to Sl,4-00, with other
items falling in between.
When asked if this price range
may be too steep for the average Hmvard
student, Martin said, "I think that H oward
students love to spend money on fashion. I
don't think high prices, for the most part, deter them from purchasing items. I'd spend
up to S200 on a pair of jeans if the; quality
was worth it."
Setchi prides itself on creating an
intimate environment for its customers. fur
de!Pilar, having a strong background in ar·
chitccturc wa<i important when considering
the layout for the store.
Ashley Byrd, a senior biochemistty major at the University of Maryland,
agret:s with this. "I accidentally stwubled
upon Setchi, but l'm glad I did The store
seems very exclll.5ive and the service is one
on one. You leave the store feeling like you
made a new mend. I don't lmO\v many
stores that could say the same."
Apparently fi1endly customer service and a great mix of pieces has literally
paid off. When a<lkcd how mud1 revenue
the store ha~ received, clelPilar replied, ''\'\~
made Sl0,000 in our first month. I'd say
that's good for a new busin~"

'1

New Anacostia Exhibit Goes East of the Ri ver
I

BY JESSICA LITILES
Copy Edftor
The Anacostia Community
Museum unveiled their new exhibit, East
of the River: Continuity and Change,
Saturday Sept. 15 in their Southeast
D.C. location.
According to museum specialist Anthony Gualtieri, the exhibit is a
lustorical observation of the communities east of the Anacostia River and explores from B.C. to 2007, with an early
emphasis on the area's Native American
presence.
"The exhibit shows the history
of the Nacotchtank Indians until today,"
Gualtieri said, "It's basically a continuation of the Anacostia Story." The Anacostia Story was a Seminole exhibition
in the 70s wluch explored the history of
the Anacostia.
The exhibit occupies three of
the museum's galleries and features historical documents, graphics, paintings
and video documentary. Each room of
the exhibit displays a different time period in the region's history.
"It represents the history of
the area and really demonstrates how
history has repeated itself, from Native
American presence to European settlement, to slavery to urban renewal and
now again more Europeans moving into
Southeast because of gentrification,"
said Kim Bright, a resident of D.C. who

J~ntt 8'rtett • Sla1I Phologlllllhe<

The Anacoslia Community Museum hosts exhibits that explore all parts of the world. But
through November they've narrowed their scope to focus on all things east of the river.
went to see the exhibit on its opening
day.
Native Americans settled on
the Anacostia River as early as 95001200 BCE, and since then the area
has been through several reconstruction periods including the Civil Wai~
Post-Slavery, \Vorld \Var l and Urban
Renewal, a period in which black residents were pushed out of Southwest
D.C. into Southeast due to gentrification. Recently, with the influx of white
residents moving into the cit)) the region
is being rebuilt and black residents who

have lived there for years are forced out
because of the inflation in living costs.
Overall, Gualtieri hopes people will have a greater appreciation for
Soutl1east D.C. "(1 hope people w1derstand the] rich and varied history of the
community cast of tl1c river and the
process of the individuals that help us
shape the community. I hope they can
walk away with a rich appreciation for
the far Southeast," he said.
Rita Robinson grew up in
Southeast D.C. and is the daughter-inlaw of one of the cxhibit's artists, John

Robinson. She also went to the exhibit
opening day.
"I think tl1at the exhibit served
its purpose, which was to show the history of Southeast and also allow people
to see the contrast between what Southeast was then and what it is now," Robinson said.
Today, Southeast is stereotyped as being an w1safe and a primarily
disadvantaged area, but until integration
in 1950, Southeast was quite rural and
housed wealthy white residents. It wasn't
until the 60s and 70s with the growth of
project hou~ing that the neighborhoods
began to decline.
Bessie Hill is an administrative
assistant in Howard's department of history and a resident of Southeast D .C.
"The exhibit will be good. All
you ever hear is the bad of Southeast
D.C., but you never hear about all the
good, the Anacostia River and other
places. There arc beautiful places in
Southeast. Some places it costs close to
S l million to live," Hill said.
In addition. the exhibit also
marks the 40 year commemoration of
the museum's opening. As the Smith·
sonian Institution's African-An1erican
museum, the museum rotates exhibits in
order to cover a broader range of history. It is one of three African-American
museums in the country and the only
community museum in the country.
The exhibit will run until November 2008.

The Zombie is Back In New Resident Evil Flick

Photo Coonesy ol Sony Pictures

BY ALNISHA MINTER-HARRIS
Contributing Writer

- Dani K.
Special shout out to the HU
protestors who went down to Jena, La.
last Thursday. We are proud of all of
you. Feel free to contact me at lifeandstyle2007@gmail.com to talk about
your personal movement.

money," said junior spced1 pathology major
Coretta Martin.
''111ey respect their \\'Orkers and
their customers by making sm-e the manufactures arc treatedjustly and tlle co11Stm1ers
receive the best quality product~ possible,"
Martin added.
Generally, the store seems to read1
out to a more conservative woman. When
asked if this was the goal of Setdu, delPilar
said, 'Tue item~ olfored can cover any part

Resident Evils' Umbrella Corporation has been luring us in for the
past six years, but this year the drones
of fans have fled to the theaters in unprecedented numbers.
Resident Evil: Extinction beat
out its sister viruses by more than 4 mil-

lion dollars, according to box office estimates on Sunday, and the in fection is
still spreading. But is the big box office
smash all its cut up to be?
Fans of the first two installments can expect tl1e same intense, action packed flick witl1 a little less plot.
ln "Resident Evil: Extinction"
we find our heroine (Milla Jovovich)
hiding out in a Nevada desert, but it
isn't long until tl1e Umbrella Corporation comes looking for its favorite little
experiment, project Alice. On the run,
Alice comes across old and new friends
who seem to die witl1in minutes of being in her presence.
On screen, she joins forces
witl1 Carlos (Oded Fahr) and LJ. played
by comedian Mike Epps reprising his
second serious role in the trilogy, as well
as new survivors Claire (Ali Larter), Kmart (Spencer Locke) and Nurse Betty
played by R&B songstress, Ashanti, who
seemed to be a main character until she
is killed off in the first fifteen minutes
of the film in a scene reminiscent of

•
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"Birds" by Alfred Hitchcock.
Alice's new super-human powers, senses and dexterity and the newly
evolved mutants make the action scenes
more exhilarating, but the absence of a
meaningful plot makes this just your average zombie flick.
Although tl1e trailers for the
movie will lead audiences to believe that
Alice and company are taking down
zombies in the desert dunes of Sin City
(Las Vegas), we arc there for a mere
second and somehow find ourselves in
that same old zombie movie formula
with the secret underground lab (The
Hive), an clement that you may remember from the first two installments. Ultimately, Alice is our only hope for a main
character as the movie comes to a close
since most of the convoy has already
been killed oil'.
Even without a descent plot,
MillaJovovich docs a stellar job of portraying the character that Resident Evil
fans have come to love. Another plus for
the film is the gruesomely realistic spe-

cial effects.

If zombies did take over the
world, this film and the special effects
therein give you a scary visual. Unlike
its predecessors, "28 Days Later" and
"Dawn of the Dead", the special effects
of Resident Evil will have you jumping
in your seats with just one look at the
screen.
In hindsight, this is a great
spur of the moment group-date film.
Nothing of real substance for the intense moviegoer, but "Resident Evil:
Extinction" will leave you satisfied that
you spent your S8.50 (SlO dollars without your student discount) \visely for an
hour and a half of action-packed horror, with a drop of comic relief if you
find zombies fonny.
Although most of the characters in the flick didn't make the final cut,
the film lives up to sequal standards.
Grade: B-

